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Introduction 

1 The Trust’s response to the Government’s Green Paper was published on 8 October 

20151.  It set out the conclusions we have drawn from the Trust’s first phase of public 

consultation about the BBC’s future and our independent research.  This technical 

annex is one of seven that the Trust is publishing to support this response.  It 

contains supporting analysis and data on value for money and efficiency drawing 

together: 

 Key themes which arose from the public consultation as analysed independently by 

market research agency, ICM Unlimited. 

 The results of quantitative audience research carried out by ICM unlimited and 

qualitative research carried out by research and strategy consultants, MTM. 

 PwC’s independent work about BBC efficiency which compared the BBC’s 

overheads against public and private sector benchmarks and, looking beyond the 

current charter, assessed the potential for future efficiency savings. 

 A summary of the annual savings which the BBC is required to make by 2021-22 

as a consequence of the recent funding agreement reached with government. 

Importance of value for money and licence fee 

opinions 

Most people believe that value for money was important but opinions differ on 

the price of the licence fee 

2 In the public consultation, as carried out and analysed by ICM Unlimited, we 

presented respondents with a list of BBC values and asked them to tell us how 

important or unimportant they thought these values were.  Some 84% of those who 

responded to that question thought that value for money was important (see Figure 1 

below). 

                                                
1 http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/about/how_we_govern/charter_review/dcms_response.pdf 
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Figure 1: Public Consultation – importance of different BBC values 
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editorial
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 Impartial  Independent Transparent Efficient Value for
money

Innovative Diverse and
representative
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Very important Important Neither/nor Unimportant Not important at all Not answered

Q13. Please tell us, in your opinion, how important or unimportant you think 

the following values are

92% 90% 88% 85% 84% 75% 72% 71%86%

Base = 38,784 responses submitted on Delib, mobile and letter  

3 The importance of value for money is reinforced by the by the findings of the 

independently conducted research published by the BBC Trust in February 20152 on 

what should be the focus of the BBC during the next Charter period (as shown in 

Figure 2).  Given a total of twenty-six suggested areas of focus, 87% thought that 

‘Making sure it provides value for money was important’, with three times as many 

(64%) saying it is very rather than quite important (23%). 

4 Value for money is particularly important to older people, with importance rising from 

68% among 18-24s to 96% among those 65+. Most of the affluent AB group (90%) 

think it important, as do white people (88%) compared to BME people (70%). Those 

with a strong, positive impression of the BBC (91%) think it important in greater 

numbers than those moderately (82%) or minimally impressed (87%). 

 

                                                
2 http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/news/2015/audience_research.pdf 
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Figure 2 - Quantitative research - What should the BBC focus on in the future? 

 

Source: ICM Unlimited Quantitative research for the BBC Trust, February 2015 

5 Consultation respondents expressed conflicting opinions on whether or not the licence 

fee offers value for money. These opinions seem to have been driven by whether or 

not the BBC is perceived to be meeting expectations. 

6 For those who believed the BBC was living up to or exceeding expectations, the most 

commonly expressed theme was that the range and quality of services makes the 

licence fee value for money. Parallels were drawn between the BBC and the cost of 

equivalent commercial alternatives.  

“The licence fee is affordable and seems fair for what you get - great 

entertainment” 

(Age 16-24, Public consultation) 

7 Those who believed the BBC was not delivering against expectations in one way or 

another, tended to argue that the licence fee is too expensive.  

“I feel the licence fee is too high for what you get”  

(Age 25-34, Public consultation)  

When it comes to things that you think the BBC should focus on in the future, how important would you say each of the 
following are?   Base: All respondents (n=2,111) 

 

Existing purpose area Not covered in existing purposes 
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 “The present fee is too high.  Just leave it as it is for a few years.”  

(Age not provided,  Public consultation) 

8 In the qualitative research, as carried out and analysed by MTM, the licence fee also 

provoked mixed reactions from attendees. Higher appreciators of the BBC and 

audiences aged 40 or more are more likely to see the licence fee as good value for 

money. When these respondents compared what they get from the BBC to pay 

services such as Sky (after they discussed the range of services the BBC offers), they 

concluded that the licence fee was good value and were more than willing to pay to 

avoid the disruption of advertising.  

 

“Three pound a week. To me, it’s a pint of beer. I think it’s good value” 

(55+, ABC1, High Appreciators, Prestatyn, Qualitative research) 

9 However, younger, low appreciators in particular were less likely to view the licence 

fee as good value for money and saw it as something that had not adapted to the way 

in which they consumed content through online channels instead of live television.  

“If you’re not watching the channels, why are you paying for it?” 

(25-39, ABC1, Low Appreciators, London, Qualitative research) 

“We don’t really have much of a say and many of us are already paying for Sky 

and Virgin Media and feel it should be included.”  

(25-39, C2DE, High Appreciators, Birmingham, Qualitative research) 

10 Some high appreciators of the BBC disagreed with the principle of the licence fee 

being compulsory, regardless of whether you watch BBC television channels. These 

high appreciators who disagreed with the licence fee tended to say that they would 

continue to pay the licence fee but would prefer the option of opting out if they did 

not consume BBC television channels.  

 “I don’t disagree with the value for money personally…it’s the choice aspect. 

Someone who pays up to £100 a month for Sky and all they watch is Sky Sports 

and Sky Movies – why should they pay the TV licence?” 

(40-54, ABC1, High Appreciators, Glasgow, Qualitative research) 

11 As part of a discussion of the BBC core values as suggested by the Government’s 

Green paper, although efficient/value for money was not a priority for all audiences, it 

was perceived as an important area with some respondents referencing talent and 

executive salaries spontaneously as issues. 

12 In the quantitative research, as analysed by ICM Unlimited, the results indicated that 

the majority of the British public believed that the television licence fee provides good 

value for money.  As illustrated in Figure 3, 57% stated this is the case including 23% 

who feel it delivers very good value for money. However, a significant minority of the 
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population stated that the licence fee does not represent value for money (22%‘not 

very’ and 17% ‘not at all good’ value).  

13 Almost everyone has an opinion about the television licence fee one way or the other 

as demonstrated by the fact that just three per cent stated ‘do not know’.  

 

Figure 3: Quantitative research - Licence fee value for money 

 
 

14 The population groups most likely to have a favourable overall impression of the BBC 

and to say they would miss it if it was not there are also those most likely to believe 

that the licence fee represents value for money.  

15 Across the nations, perceived value for money of the licence fee is lowest in Northern 

Ireland (45%) followed by Scotland (51%). 

16 ICM’s findings are consistent with the findings from the Trust’s annual purpose remit 

survey which also tracks perceptions of value for money3.  This survey indicates that 

audience attitudes in this area are driven by the extent to which people consume BBC 

services rather than perceptions of efficiency.  In 2014-15 77% of those who accessed 

BBC services via all platforms agreed that the BBC offers good value for money. 

17 In their qualitative research MTM also noticed a link between awareness of the 

services provided by the BBC and perceptions of value for money.  High appreciators 

were more likely to see the licence fee as good value for money when they were 

made aware of the full range of BBC services across television, radio and digital. 

“I think after what you’ve shown us today…I think we’re getting quite a lot for our 

money…Not having adverts is the best thing” 

(40-54, ABC1, High Appreciators, Belfast, Qualitative research) 

                                                
3 http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/review_report_research/ara_2014_15/uk.pdf 
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18  Creativity also influences attitudes to value for money.  Those who value the BBC’s 

creative output, be it fresh programmes or new writers and artists, are more likely to 

believe the BBC offers value for money. 

PwC efficiency work 

19 In March, the BBC Trust and BBC Executive commissioned PwC to carry out an 

independent review of efficiency at the BBC.  PwC were asked to compare the BBC’s 

overheads to public and private sector benchmarks and, looking beyond the current 

charter, to consider the potential for future productive efficiency savings.  

BBC’s overheads compare well to public and private sector benchmarks 

20 PwC’s review of the BBC’s overheads, published in July4 and included later in this 

annex concludes that the BBC’s overhead ratio compares favourably with regulated 

industry and public sector bodies.   

21 PwC found that overhead costs are 7.6% of total costs and are expected to fall to 

below 7% by the end of the current Charter, - well below both the public sector 

average of 11.2% and the regulated industry average of 8.8%.. 

The extent of the savings made so far means that it will be harder to find new 

efficiency savings in the next Charter period 

22 PwC’s review of the potential for future efficiencies considered the BBC’s efficiency 

record and analysed the BBC’s main areas of operation taking into account wider 

market and technological developments. Their report5, published in September 2015 

and included later in this annex found that: 

 The BBC is on track to deliver £1.6 billion cumulative annual savings in the 10 year 

period ending March 2017.  

 The significant, sustained productivity savings achieved in recent years, reduces 

the scope of future savings. 

 Cumulative annual productive efficiency savings of between £190 million and £329 

million could be possible by 2026-27.  

23 The upper limit of this range is broadly equivalent to saving one percent year on year, 

a cumulative annual saving of around 10% of the addressable cost base by 2026-

2027. 

24 In their Charter document, Bold, British, Creative6 published on 7 September 2015, 

BBC Management state that a further one percent, on top of savings identified by 

PwC, could be saved year on year without a significant impact on the audience by 

changing things like the mix of programmes in the schedule and by mitigating inflation 

through long-term contracts. 
                                                
4http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/reports/pdf/bbc_report_pwc_update_overheads_efficiency_review.p

df 

5 http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/reports/pdf/bbcreport_pwc_efficiencyreport.pdf 

6 https://downloads.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/reports/pdf/futureofthebbc2015.pdf   

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/reports/pdf/bbc_report_pwc_update_overheads_efficiency_review.pdf
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/reports/pdf/bbc_report_pwc_update_overheads_efficiency_review.pdf
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/reports/pdf/bbcreport_pwc_efficiencyreport.pdf
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25 It is important to note that these efficiency savings would be on top of the £320 

million savings required before the end of the current charter under existing savings 

plans and further savings in excess of £150 million a year required to address a 

decline in television penetration.   

The BBC is planning to save 3.5% year on year in the first five years of the next 

Charter and this is likely to require service reductions as well as efficiency 

savings 

26 PwC’s analysis assumes that there will be no further changes to the BBC’s scope, mix 

or quality of content and that the BBC’s purpose remains constant throughout the next 

Charter period.  These issues are, of course, being considered as part of the Charter 

review process and through our public consultation the Trust is gathering audience 

views.  

27 Nonetheless, the implication is that savings greater than 2% a year could not be met 

through efficiency alone.  BBC Management have estimated that savings of 3.5% a 

year will be needed to close the existing gap due to falls in TV penetration, meet the 

terms of the recent funding agreement with the government and to fund new 

proposals set out in the BBC’s Charter document.  As a result, changes to existing 

services are likely to be required. 

28 The annual savings planned by 2021-22 are set out in the table below. This shows the 

£1.3 billion annual savings delivered so far this charter, as well as the further £1 

billion annual savings required by 2021-22. 
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Figure 3: Annual savings required by 2021-22 (figures rounded) 

Category of saving £m pa  £m pa  Notes  

Savings delivered by 2014-

15 

1,270     

Savings under the existing 

plans to be delivered by 

2016-17 

320   Just over half of these savings will be 

efficiencies; the remainder will require 

service reductions. 

Planned savings by the 

end of the current Charter 

  1,590   

Inflation adjusted impact 

of the funding agreement 

with the government 

400    

Savings needed by 2017-

18 to fill the shortfall in 

income from a decline in 

TV penetration 

150   Around £50 million annual savings will be 

delivered through efficiency savings like 

cutting headcount, ongoing senior 

manager pay restraint and removing 

layers from the BBC’s management 

structures.  The other £100 million is 

likely to require some service reductions. 

Anticipated cost of new 

Charter proposals 

150    

Further savings required 

by 2021-22 

  700 This is equivalent to some 3.5% year on 

year based on an addressable cost base 

of some £4 billion.  

The BBC expects to make these savings 

through: 

 The savings being identified to fill the 

existing TV penetration gap (£150 

million) 

 Productivity savings of around £200 

million by 2021-22 (the 1% year on 

year identified by PwC)  

 Inflation mitigation and changes to 

the scheduling mix (£200 million); 

and  

 a mixture of increased commercial 

income and service reductions (£150 

million) 

Total annual savings by 

2021-22   
2,290 

  
Source: Analysis of BBC management data 
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Background 

All organisations have costs that are 

necessary and useful to support and 

sustain their operations but which do 

not directly support the delivery of core 

activities – referred to as ‘overheads’. 

PwC was jointly commissioned by the 

BBC Executive and BBC Trust to 

provide an independent review of the 

BBC’s approach in two specific areas. 

Firstly, to assess how the BBC defines 

and allocates overheads within its 

overall cost base and secondly, to 

develop benchmarks to understand how 

the BBC’s spending on overheads 

compares with other relevant 

organisations.  

 

This report 

This report outlines our findings in 

relation to the BBC’s general overheads. 

It contains: 

 A summary of our main findings in 

assessing the BBC’s cost base 

 The results of benchmarking parts 

of the BBC’s cost base against other 

relevant organisations 

 

Headline findings 

 The BBC’s definition and allocation 

of overheads is in line with other 

regulated industries and public 

sector bodies 

 
Breakdown of BBC UK Public Service 

Broadcasting cost base2: FY14/15

 

 

 

 

 The BBC’s general overheads ratio 

has reduced to 7.6% for FY14/15. 

The BBC is targeting a ratio below 

7.0% by the end of the current 

Charter period in FY16/17 through 

completing delivery of its current 

efficiency programmes 

 These results compare favourably 

with other organisations – we 

found the benchmark median 

overheads ratio for a selection of 

comparable industries was 10.0% 

and for the top quartile, 7.2%. 

Therefore the BBC is forecasting to 

be within the top quartile of today’s 

benchmark by FY16/17 

 

What we covered 

The scope of this review covered the 

BBC’s Infrastructure and Support 

(“I&S”) costs within the UK Public 

Service Broadcasting cost base2. 

To assess the BBC’s definition and 

allocation of overheads within these 

costs, we reviewed a range of 

documents relating to the BBC’s cost 

base. Our review was supported by 

consultations with BBC management, 

as well as regulatory accounting and 

media specialists within PwC’s network.  

We conducted a benchmarking analysis 

to assess how the BBC compares with 

other organisations. This analysis 

considered the BBC’s unique attributes, 

such as its public obligations, scale and 

geographical reach. These attributes 

can make it challenging to draw 

meaningful comparisons, which is why 

we developed tailored benchmarks. 

This approach to benchmarking 

provides an indicative position, which 

outlines how the BBC compares with 

selected organisations. Further details 

of our methodology and approach to 

benchmarking are outlined on the 

following pages. 

Content
Production 

75.3% 
Distribution 5.8% 

Of which 
content-related 

11.3% 

Of which 
Overheads

7.6% 

Infrastructure & Support 
("I&S") 18.9%

Reviewing the BBC’s approach to defining and 
allocating costs as ‘overheads’ 

Following the 

release of the BBC’s 

Efficiency Review1, 

the BBC asked PwC 

to conduct an 

objective review of 

its approach to 

efficiency. This 

report focuses on 

the BBC’s 

approach to 

general overheads, 

defined as 

controllable costs 

that do not directly 

support the 

delivery of public 

services. 

  

1 Driving efficiency at the BBC, Report published by the BBC, November 2014  
http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/howwework/reports/bbc_efficiency_report_2014 
2 Total cost base excludes other “non-controllable” costs, e.g. external obligations such as funding for broadband rollout and S4C, 
group pension deficit recovery payments, licence fee collection costs, lease reclassifications, etc.  
 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/howwework/reports/bbc_efficiency_report_2014
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Defining overheads 

The BBC defines overheads as the 

proportion of its controllable spend that 

does not directly support the delivery of 

public services, or in other words, does 

not directly support audience-facing 

activities.  

 

Management accounting definition of 
‘general overheads’ 

The BBC’s definition is consistent with 

that used by the Charted Institute of 

Management Accountants (CIMA), 

which defines general overheads as: 

expenditure on labour, materials or 

services that cannot be economically 

identified with a specific saleable cost 

unit3. The overhead costs that relate to 

supporting the organisation are 

commonly referred to as general 

overheads that exclude production or 

selling overheads, which is consistent 

with the BBC’s approach.  

 

Commercial or unregulated companies 

Commercial or unregulated companies 

rarely report detailed general overheads 

unless for specific financial initiatives. 

Often, they report selling, general and 

administrative expenses (SG&A) that 

include all support functions, sales and 

marketing costs.  

 

Regulated industries  

Regulated industries, such as utility 

distribution and telecoms, are required 

to identify overheads for cost 

accounting to demonstrate efficiency, 

non-discrimination and cost-

orientation of their tariffs.  

 

 

 

 

 

Public sector organisations/charities 

Public sector organisations, including 

Government departments and charities, 

which are required to outline all 

spending of public funds and 

donations, adopt a similar approach to 

the BBC.  

 

Allocating overheads 

The BBC categorises its Public Service 

spend into a) Content Production costs, 

b) Distribution costs (to get its services 

to audiences) and c) Infrastructure & 

Support (“I&S”) costs. Since (a) and (b) 

relate directly to the delivery of public 

services, they are not considered as 

overheads. The remaining I&S costs are 

further allocated into content-

supporting infrastructure costs and 

other support costs. The latter cannot 

be directly attributed to audience facing 

activities and hence these constitute the 

BBC’s overheads. They include HR, 

Finance, the BBC Trust and related 

Technology, Property and divisional 

running costs, among others. This 

approach to identifying overheads is 

broadly in line with management 

accounting practice; however, we 

recommend the BBC refers to them as 

'general overheads', to better align with 

standard accounting naming 

conventions and consider introducing 

some degree of automation to the 

process of calculating them.   

 

Outcome of our review 

We have advised on specific revisions to 

the way overheads are allocated to 

make the allocation even more aligned 

with industry practice, which the BBC 

has accepted and implemented for 

FY14/15.

 

The BBC’s definition and allocation of general 

overheads is broadly in line with other 

regulated industries and public sector bodies 

Both the definition 

and allocation 

methodology used by 

the BBC are broadly 

aligned with 

management 

accounting practice, 

as well as with the 

approach used by 

other public sector 

organisations and 

some regulated 

companies. The BBC 

has accepted and 

implemented PwC’s 

advice on specific 

improvements to its 

overheads definition. 

Key consideration 

The BBC may also wish to 

consider:  

 

 Using the term 

'general overheads' to 

make its terminology 

more aligned with 

standard naming 

convention within the 

industry 

 Introducing 

automation to the 

process of calculating  

overheads; for 

example, embedding 

into finance systems 

3 Definition from CIMA handbook and refers to indirect cost or general overhead 
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Peer group selection 

PwC first sought to compare the BBC’s broader SG&A costs, a more widely reported 

measure of overheads, with private sector media and broadcasting peers. Our high 

level analysis suggests the BBC is currently better than the median benchmark4. 

The BBC expects it should be closer to the top quartile by the end of the Charter 

period, once the delivery of its current efficiency programmes has been completed. 

However, since the vast majority of commercial companies do not publicly report 

general overheads in the same way as the BBC, a peer group comprising regulated, 

public sector and charity organisations is more appropriate for specifically 

benchmarking overheads. 

 

Benchmarking the general overheads ratio 

The BBC’s general overheads ratio is defined as general overhead costs as a 

percentage of total (controllable) costs. General overheads are defined as 

allocations of expenditure on HR, finance, technology, property and divisional 

running costs which do not relate directly to audience-facing activities. 

We drew upon a set of 20 organisations from the public sector, including 

Government departments and large charities, and companies from regulated 

industries such as telecoms and utility distribution. This peer group was chosen 

because each of the organisations operates under similar scrutiny and calculates 

and reports on general overheads. 75% of peer group organisations are UK-based 

and 25% are overseas (15% Asia, and 10% in the rest of Europe). 

The median general overheads ratio for this benchmark peer group overall is 10.0% 

and the median for the subset of public sector organisations (Government 

departments and large charities) alone is 11.2%. The BBC’s reported general 

overheads ratio of 7.6% is therefore 2.4 percentage points lower than the overall 

median and close to the top quartile benchmark of 7.2%.  

The BBC’s projected ratio for FY16/17 is below 7.0%, reflecting the completion of 

the ‘Delivering Quality First’ efficiency programme, which would place it within the 

top quartile of today’s overall benchmark (7.2%) and very close to that for 

regulated-sector only peers (6.9%). 

General overheads % of total costs  

 

7.6%

7.2%                               10.0%                             14.1%

Top Quartile                        Median                  Bottom Quartile

8.8% 11.2%

Median for 

public sector 

only

Median for 

regulated 

industries only

FY14/15

6.9%

Top quarti le for 

regulated 

industries only
  

 

The BBC’s overheads ratio compares favourably 

with other regulated industries and public 

sector bodies 
 

The BBC’s general 

overheads ratio of 

7.6% indicates that it 

is more efficient than 

the average 

organisation within 

the benchmark. The 

BBC expects the 

impact of completing 

its efficiency 

programme 

‘Delivering Quality 

First’, will be to 

reduce overheads 

below 7.0% by 

FY16/17, indicating 

that the BBC would 

be within the top 

quartile of today’s 

benchmark.  

Key adjustments 

The BBC has adjusted 

the way in which 

overheads are allocated 

to better align with 

accepted industry 

standard cost allocation 

methods. These 

adjustments are 

reflected in the ratio for 

FY14/15 of 7.6%. 

4 Based on a composite benchmark of UK and overseas media and broadcasting companies, adjusted to reflect the same mix of 
operations between TV, Online and Radio as the BBC.  
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The BBC Efficiency Programme 

The BBC has a duty to deliver its 

content and services in the most 

efficient way. The BBC has successfully 

implemented a number of cost saving 

and efficiency programmes over the 

last 20 years, and is currently 

approximately two thirds through a 

£700m efficiency programme, 

Delivering Quality First (“DQF”). 

The BBC published a report in 

November 2014 (the “BBC Efficiency 

Report”) to provide stakeholders with a 

summary of the progress made to date1. 

Following that work, the BBC’s Annual 

Report and Accounts 2014/15 gave an 

update on progress to date2, concluding 

that since the start of the current 

Charter, the BBC has delivered 

cumulative annual savings of £1.25 

billion and is on track to deliver £1.6 

billion by FY16/17, the end of the 

current Charter period. 

PwC’s review of BBC efficiencies 

We were jointly commissioned by the 

BBC Executive and BBC Trust to 

provide an independent review of 

 

potential longer term productivity 

efficiency opportunities, beyond DQF 

and into the next Charter period.  

We previously undertook an 

assessment of the level of the BBC’s 

overhead costs, which concluded that 

the BBC’s overhead ratio compares 

favourably with other regulated 

industries and public sector bodies3. 

This report considers a broader cost 

base than overheads alone. In light of 

the current and ongoing dialogue about 

the future of the BBC, we were asked to 

conduct our work assuming that the 

scope, mix and quality of the BBC’s 

content remains unchanged over the 

next Charter period. We did not 

consider efficiency opportunities 

available through changing the scope, 

mix or quality of content. 

This report 

This summary report outlines the 

methodology underpinning our 

findings, the efficiency opportunities 

identified, the estimated value thereof 

and suggested measures to achieve 

savings. 

  

As the BBC’s DQF savings programme nears 
completion, this report considers efficiency 
opportunities beyond FY16/17 

Following the 

release of the BBC’s 

Efficiency Report 

in November 2014, 

the BBC asked PwC 

to conduct an 

independent 

review of its 

approach to 

efficiency. This 

summary report 

focuses on 

potential longer 

term efficiency 

opportunities, 

beyond those 

already targeted 

as part of the 

current DQF 

programme due to 

end in FY16/17 

1 Driving Efficiency at the BBC, BBC, November 2014 
2 http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/annualreport/pdf/2014-15/bbc-annualreport-201415.pdf 
3 http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/reports/pdf/bbc_report_pwc_update_overheads_efficiency_review.pdf 

Key Consideration 

Our analysis is based on 

the assumption that 

there will be no radical 

changes to the BBC’s 

scope, mix or quality of 

content, and that the 

BBC’s purpose remains 

constant throughout the 

next Charter period. 

http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/insidethebbc/reports/pdf/bbc_report_pwc_update_overheads_efficiency_review.pdf
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Our scope, approach and assumptions 

Our review covered the Public Service 

Broadcasting cost base. Our starting 

point was actuals for the FY13/14 cost 

base.  

We excluded costs largely determined 

by external factors and hence 

considered “non-addressable”, such as 

new obligations1, exceptional costs2 and 

non-cash items3.  

We then excluded planned DQF 

savings to arrive at a forecast cost base 

for FY16/17, which was split into two 

groups of costs for further analysis: 

 Group 1: ~£1.5 billion of costs 

largely relating to staff costs, back 

office, infrastructure and support. 

These were analysed in detail to 

identify cost-saving opportunities, 

based on market trends, 

benchmarks of other organisations 

and technology developments  

 Group 2: ~ £1.6 billion of costs 

more closely linked to scope, mix 

and content, such as spend on 

independent production, content 

rights or distribution. 

Our analysis of Group 1 costs involved 

reviewing a range of evidence relating 

to the BBC’s cost base and consulting 

BBC stakeholders, industry and cost 

reduction specialists.  

Given the nature of Group 2 costs, 

these were analysed at a high-level, 

based on data provided by the BBC and 

discussions with BBC stakeholders and 

our subject matter experts. 

We estimated the potential range of 

efficiency savings in these two groups 

of costs, from the end of FY16/17 

onwards, assuming: 

 All planned DQF savings will have 

been delivered by end of FY16/17 

 Savings accumulate over a 10 year 

period (FY17/18 to FY26/27) 

 Constant BBC scope, mix and 

quality of content over this period 

 No inflation, i.e. savings are 

measured against a flat cost 

baseline. 

Headline findings 

 The BBC has achieved significant 

sustained efficiencies in recent 

years, which reduces the scope of 

future savings 

 We identified potential total 

cumulative annual savings of £190-

329m by the end of the next 

Charter period; the upper estimate 

is equivalent to around 1% of the 

total addressable cost base per 

annum over the same period 

 Cumulative annual savings amount 

to £135-263m from Group 1 costs 

(or 9-18% of the Group 1 cost base) 

and £55-66m from Group 2 costs 

(3-4% of the Group 2 cost base) by 

the end of the next Charter period 

 Achieving these savings will not be 

easy, requiring substantial change 

from the BBC and technology-

enabled innovation 

 We recognise that some of the 

savings identified may only 

materialise toward the back end of 

the next ten year Charter period, 

given external dependencies on 

market and technology trends 

 Others require significant 

implementation costs, not factored 

into our “gross” savings figures 

 Key efficiency opportunities for 

Group 1 savings include:  

- Workforce optimisation in 

core functions 

- Lowering property, HR and 

finance support costs 

- Reducing corporate, logistics 

and marketing spend 

- Technology/ IT infrastructure 

spend 

- Increased use of digital 

production capabilities. 

We reviewed the BBC’s cost base to identify 
potential longer term productive efficiency 
opportunities in the next Charter period 

1 For example contributions to broadband funding and S4C set by the Department for Culture, Media and Sport (“DCMS”) 
2 For example one-off restructuring items 
3 For example depreciation, amortisation and finance adjustments 
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Breakdown of Group 1 cost base 

The ~£1.5bn of costs included in Group 1 was 

segmented into five areas to identify possible 

efficiencies. After adjusting for DQF savings already 

planned within this Charter period, the following 

FY16/17 proxy cost bases were defined: 

 Core Staff Costs: headcount in content 

production (including journalism), business 

operations, technology and content 

management divisions  

 Infrastructure & Support: costs for 

Workplaces (i.e. property), People (i.e. HR) and 

Finance functions including associated 

headcount 

 Category Spend: contracts with third parties 

for the provision of corporate services, logistics 

and marketing & audience services 

 Technology: costs of contracts with main 

technology providers (e.g. Atos), permanent and 

temporary IT staff and other external contracts  

 Outside Broadcast (OB) Production: costs 

for Sports and Factual outside broadcasts 

including staff, travel, accommodation, on-

location services, networking/telephony costs 

and other third party spend. 

  

The first part of our analysis focused on ~£1.5bn 
of the total cost base (Group 1 costs) 

Group 1 costs 

comprised ~£1.5bn of 

the total cost base, 

covering Core Staff 

Costs, Infrastructure 

& Support, Category 

Spend, Technology 

and Outside 

Broadcast 

Production 

Key Consideration 

We ensured there were 

no overlaps or “double 

counting” of costs across 

the five categories shown 

opposite. For example 

headcount associated 

with Infrastructure & 

Support, and Outside 

Broadcasting Production 

were not included again 

in Core Staff Costs.  

Core Staff 
Costs

729 

Infrastructure & 
Support

270 

Category 
Spend

225 

Technology
215 

OB Production 34 

16/17 proxy cost base

FY16/17 proxy cost base
Group 1

£1,473m
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Breakdown of £135-
263m into 5 efficiency 
opportunity areas 

 

 

Savings were identified 

across the five areas of 

the cost base based on 

industry benchmarks, 

interviews with the BBC 

and discussions with 

industry and functional 

specialists 
 

Core Staff Costs – savings: £90-163m  

The BBC has delivered a number of 

workforce related savings over the 

current Charter period. 

The main catalysts for future savings 

are periodic organisational redesigns 

(usually possible once every 5 years or 

so), BBC-specific productivity 

improvements (e.g. multiskilling 

employees, improving current 

processes) and industry-agnostic 

trends (e.g. automating and speeding 

up activities, certain activities no longer 

being required due to technology 

advancements). 

The BBC should be able to continue to 

modernise its workforce and optimise 

operations, but savings will very much 

depend on the pace of technological 

advancements and their adoption, 

changes in working practices 

(particularly in News), investment in 

training and focused recruitment. 

Infrastructure & Support – savings: 

£8-24m  

When looking at the BBC’s 

infrastructure and support functions, 

we focussed on Workplace (i.e. 

Property) and the People (HR) and 

Finance functions. The BBC has 

already undertaken significant work 

across all three of these areas, 

including rationalisation of the 

property portfolio and relocation of 

production to Media City. The BBC has 

also achieved efficiencies in People and 

Finance by streamlining processes and 

relocating staff. This makes further 

savings particularly dependent on an 

overall fall in BBC staff numbers. 

Further Workplace savings could be 

generated with increased utilisation, 

especially out of London, and major 

steps to lease out marketable 

properties in London, subject to 

reduced staff numbers. 

In Finance there are opportunities to 

outsource more, further simplify 

reporting and reduce technology 

maintenance costs. In the People area 

there are opportunities to enhance 

approvals and controls across 

processes, minimise duplication, 

explore synergies with BBC Worldwide 

and benefit from further optimising 

sourcing (in-house, outsourcing, 

offshore, etc.). The BBC is already 

undertaking efficiency programmes in 

the Finance and People areas to 

address many of these opportunities 

and move closer to top quartile 

performance compared to benchmarks. 

Category Spend – savings: £19-43m  

The BBC’s third party spend, not 

covered by strategic contracts (such as 

90
8

19

13
5

163
24

43

25
8

Upper and lower range of 
potential savings identified by 

cost area, £m annually

Core Staff Costs

Infrastructure &
Support

Category spend

Technology

Moving towards IP
production for OB

   
We identified £135-263m of potential 
cumulative cost savings, equivalent to 9-18% of 
the ~£1.5 billion Group 1 proxy cost base, or 1-
2% per annum across the ten year period 

Organisational 

redesign, internal 

productivity 

improvements and 

trends such as 

automation could 

deliver savings of 

£90-163m to Staff 

Costs across the ten 

year period 

Further efficiencies of 

£45-100m were also 

identified across 

Category Spend, 

Technology, 

Infrastructure & 

Support and Outside 

Broadcast 

Production 

Achieving these 

savings will require 

substantial change 

from the BBC, as well 

as technology 

enabled innovation

Key Consideration 

Our analysis is based on 

the assumption that there 

will be no radical changes 

to the BBC’s scope, mix 

or quality of content, and 

that the BBC’s purpose 

remains constant 

throughout the next 

Charter period. 

 

 

OB Production 
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major technology and distribution) is 

called “category spend”. Savings can be 

achieved through adoption of practices 

such as zero-based budgeting and 

greater central ownership of savings 

targets and performance. 

Savings in Corporate Services and 

Logistics are expected to be driven by 

policy shifts, tighter spend controls and 

leveraging digital tools. Increasing data 

commoditisation for audience research, 

and tighter spend controls are expected 

to drive savings in Marketing. 

Technology – savings: £13-25m  

Compared to peers, the BBC outsources 

a significant proportion of technology 

spend (which means this spend is 

market tested) and is currently 

undergoing competitive re-

procurement. Our analysis has 

focussed on these outsourced contracts, 

as well as permanent and temporary 

technology staff costs, to identify 

practical ways in which the BBC can 

implement technology solutions to 

continue to reduce costs overall. 

Over the long term, the 

implementation of measures such as 

virtualised desktops, digital production 

and delivery, and effective asset 

management are expected to deliver 

efficiency gains through the use of new 

technology. 

Outside Broadcast Production – 

savings: £5-8m 

Internet Protocol (IP) production is the 

transmission, via a high quality 

internet connection, of a live feed to a 

central production and audio gallery 

(or galleries). This technology has 

already been adopted in carefully 

selected cases of outside broadcasts 

(e.g. 2014 Commonwealth games in 

Glasgow) where appropriate. We have 

assumed that IP production will be 

increasingly used in non-BBC hosted 

Sport and Factual programming in 

future.  

Increased remote production should 

drive savings mainly in third party 

outside broadcast costs and staff, on-

location services and travel expenses. 

However, savings here are particularly 

reliant on technology and the 

acceptance of remote sports event 

coverage by the wider market, making 

them difficult to achieve in the short 

term.    

Limitations and considerations  

Savings targets are indicative, with 

further, detailed diagnostics required 

to validate savings and develop plans 

for individual efficiency initiatives.  

Aspects of these efficiencies may be 

delivered within this Charter period 

under current initiatives, thereby 

reducing the savings potential outlined 

here. 

Timing of realising efficiencies 

We expect that some efficiencies could 

be realised from the start of the next 

Charter period, if preparation begins 

now. A significant portion of the Core 

Staff Cost savings is associated with 

either technological advancements or 

periodic organisational redesigns. 

Technology changes, such as moving 

towards IP production, require lengthy 

implementation and set-up costs to 

realise efficiencies and are therefore 

expected in the second half of the next 

Charter period. Workplace property 

savings are also estimated to have a 2 

to 3 year lead-time depending on 

contractual terms.   

Key Consideration 

Achieving the efficiency 

opportunities identified is 

dependent on the BBC 

taking the necessary 

implementation steps. 

These savings will not be 

easy to achieve and will 

require a substantial 

change effort from the 

BBC. 

As with any 

transformational 

organisational change, 

there are costs of 

implementation. 

In particular, many of the 

opportunities identified 

are reliant upon an 

investment in technology, 

both in terms of time and 

money. 
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Possible efficiency savings 

identified included: 

Independent Production (Indies), 

Talent, Programme Acquisition, 

Production Resources - savings: 

£46m  

Indies: Despite operating in an 

increasingly competitive market place, 

it is expected that a level of savings can 

be achieved on programmes 

commissioned from independent 

producers. 

Talent: Talent costs include the fees of 

presenters, writers and musicians 

across all genres and all content 

making areas. While there is 

increasing competition for top talent in 

the market, it is expected that Talent 

savings will come from developing new 

talent in-house, better succession 

planning, managing natural churn and 

optimising utilisation.  

Programme Acquisition: Savings in 

Programme acquisition are related to 

an opportunity to hold and reduce 

prices for rights to broadcast lower 

value titles. There is a further 

opportunity for savings by purchasing 

older titles and buying more cross-

platform rights to reduce unit costs. 

Production Resources: Savings in this 

area are tied mostly to procurement 

deals related to in-house production 

spend such as costumes, make up, 

filming, lighting, live events, studio 

hire, with a focus on better utilising 

preferred suppliers to leverage BBC 

buying power. 

Distribution, Playout & Access -

savings: £7-17m 

Distribution: The BBC’s Distribution 

costs are primarily associated with 

contracts to operate DTT, DAB, AM & 

FM networks, as well as free-to-air 

platforms, transponders and local 

DAB. Savings could be generated 

through more effective sourcing and 

management of transponder supply, 

improving efficiency of transmitter 

power usage, consolidating platform 

spend and, if appropriate and where 

correct market conditions exist, 

monetising spare capacity on 

multiplexes. 

Playout & Access: Playout & Access 

costs relate to the delivery of Network 

For Group 2 costs, we identified lower savings 
of £55-66m, or 3-4% of the ~£1.6bn cost base, 
reflecting the nature of these costs 

We worked with data and views provided by the BBC on Group 2 costs, most of which are content-

related and influenced by editorial decisions about scope and content mix. This cost base is 

predominantly made up of services sourced externally, susceptible to market forces, with pricing 

and contractual renegotiation only possible at certain times. Furthermore, our assessment did not 

consider allocative efficiency savings which affect the scheduling mix or the mix of content without 

impacting audience satisfaction. For these reasons, incremental pure productive efficiency savings 

appear more limited than in Group 1. 

 

 

Key Consideration 

For Group 2, our approach differed to that for Group 1 in that while we 

consulted our subject matter specialists and selected industry data to 

challenge BBC assumptions, we relied more heavily on information and 

views provided by the BBC. For example, BBC representatives for each cost 

category provided us with descriptions of cost drivers, historical & forecast 

trends, benchmarks undertaken, expected savings and other key 

information, which formed the basis for some of our findings.  

 

46

7
2

46

17

4

Upper and lower range 
of potential 10 year 

savings identified by 
cost area, £m annually

Indies, Talent, Prog. Acq. and Prod.
Res.
Copyrights, Sports Rights &
Audience Services
Distribution, Playout & Access

LF Collection

Indies, Talent, 
Prog. Acq. and 

Prod. Res. 
751

Copyrights, 
Sports Rights & 

Audience 
Services

385

Distribution, 
Playout & Access 

305

LF Collection 110

16/17 proxy cost base

FY16/17 proxy cost base
Group 2

£1,551m
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TV channels and digital content, and 

services such as live subtitling, audio 

description and signing. Savings are 

expected from the extensive BBC re-

procurement process for playout of TV 

and Digital completed in 2015, 

improved governance arrangements 

and savings beyond FY23/24 once 

initial capital investment has been 

recovered. 

Licence Fee Collection - savings: £2-

4m 

Licence Fee Collection costs consist of 

collection costs, marketing and 

postage and other administration and 

one-off costs. The savings are expected 

from the increased adoption of email 

(as an alternative to traditional mail) 

by licence fee holders as the primary 

mode of correspondence with TV 

Licensing. Further efficiencies were 

considered in other areas, in particular 

the third party contracts. However, 

due to the terms in these contracts, 

further savings seem unlikely. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Areas with no efficiency savings 

opportunities identified 

Copyrights: Significant pressure from 

rights holders for increased rights 

prices are likely to drive Copyrights 

costs up for the BBC. Given that the 

majority of these costs are incurred 

with monopoly suppliers also makes it 

challenging to negotiate better terms 

on deals. 

Sports Rights: Where possible, the 

BBC is entering into new sharing deals 

and sub-licensing arrangements to 

offset cost pressure in Sports. Despite 

the favourable effects of these sharing 

deals and arrangements, the benefits 

appear more than offset by the 

increasing competition in the market 

among bidders. As a result, it is 

challenging to foresee any potential 

savings without reducing the scope or 

changing mix. 

Audience Services: Current costs of 

external contracts are already 

optimised following rigorous 

procurement. Further cuts would likely 

damage the quality of services.  
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